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Dear readers,
I am pleased to share a recent
milestone at Lufthansa Technik
Philippines (LTP). We have
expanded our capability portfolio
for the A380. Following this, Qantas,
one of the pioneer operators of the
A380 and LTP’s long-standing customer, has entrusted
its A380s to LTP for C4 Heavy Checks (page 4).
With the current demands airline operators face,
we at LTP are driven to address the challenges of our
customers by offering tailored solutions and customizing
our services and set-up for faster turnaround times.
When a customer entrusts their aircraft to us, our
dedicated team of experts and representatives from
every production area, work together to efficiently plan
and manage the maintenance layover progress.
Recently, returning customer AirAsia X expressed
their positive experiences working with the LTP team
during their recent layovers (page 3).
In the same quarter, LTP offered its first-ever Sharklet
retrofit service for customer, Philippines Airlines. On top
of this, we offered a new service to install in-flight Wi-Fi
connectivity on Philippine Airlines’ as well as Virgin
Australia’s aircraft (page 6). Jetstar Japan, became our
first international customer to undergo Sharklet retrofit
for their A320s (page 8).
The breadth of our services also extends beyond
our hangars – to customers from different parts of the
world. Highly-skilled LTP mechanics and engineers were
assigned to support Lufthansa Technik subsidiary BizJet
International in the United States, Orbis mobile hospital
which flew to Indonesia, and Asian Wings Airways in
Myanmar (page 8 to 9).
Whatever the needs and challenges of the aviation
business, it is always important that we respond quickly
and that we are in step with our customers, onward and
upward.
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Orbis Flying Eye Hospital

Embassy staff take time to appreciate major German
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Base Maintenance

AirAsia X and Lufthansa Technik Philippines:

A partnership anchored on
lean and efficient operations
AirAsia X is flying high, having been
recognized as the World’s Largest Longhaul Low-cost carrier (LCC), and as the
World’s Best LCC, by CAPA Centre for
Aviation and Skytrax, among others.
In less than a decade, they’ve rocketed
to the forefront of the industry with a
breakthrough business model. Among
other players in the low-cost category,
they were able to differentiate themselves
by being innovative – from offering the
first premium flatbed seats in an LCC, to
“Quiet Zones” that provide a more relaxed
cabin atmosphere. Combined with their
commitment to provide utmost safety
for their passengers, AirAsia X’s unique
business approach has proven to be a
success in the aviation market.
With these factors in mind, careful
consideration was necessary when they
looked for an MRO provider that was
best capable of meeting their needs.
Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP) was
in a good position to fulfill these, having
recently undertaken major improvements to

streamline its production organization.
A trusted partner of AirAsia X since
2010, it was a welcome sight to have
the airline’s distinct red livery roll into
LTP’s hangars for another round of base
maintenance checks on several A330
aircraft.
“The most important things we consider
in an MRO provider are efficiency, cost,
and duration of the check,” said Soo
Hoo Haw Loon, Director for Engineering
of AirAsia X. Soo has been AirAsia X’s
engineering director since September
2013, overseeing maintenance in
accordance with approved procedures.

LTP’s high level of
professionalism,
accommodativeness,
and proactive approach
to clients is what we
appreciate the most.

He continued, “The MRO should also have
a strong materials support, since this will
help us maintain our lean and efficient
operations. Furthermore, safety always
takes precedence. We need to ensure we
comply with all the safety standards.”
To date, LTP has performed 31 base
maintenance checks for AirAsia X.
Three more will be completed this
year. Soo continued: “LTP’s high level of
professionalism, accommodativeness, and
proactive approach to clients is what we
appreciate the most.”
Says Pearl Rubio, Head of Sales at
LTP, “LTP’s new production organization
significantly enhances layover management
through efficient planning, improved
material provisioning and greater
transparency on the work progress. These
are aimed to achieve optimal project
performance and success of every layover.”
AirAsia X is a leading long-haul, lowcost affiliate carrier of the AirAsia Group. It
currently serves the Asia Pacific and Middle
East regions and is based in Malaysia.
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LTP expands
service capability
for the A380
Now approved for C4-checks, following upgrade from Australian aviation authority
Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP) reaches
another milestone in A380 expertise as
Australian airline Qantas, returns for C4
Heavy Maintenance Checks on two of its
Airbus A380s. It’s the first of its kind at LTP
and the decision of Qantas to send their
aircraft to Manila reflects long-term trust
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and partnership between airline and MRO.
Adding C4-check capability for the
A380 is a significant accomplishment for
any MRO. First, for the largest passenger
aircraft, the C4 is one of the aviation
industry’s most extensive maintenance
checks to date. Second, very limited MROs

worldwide are certified to perform this
check. For LTP, reaching its latest capability
only took less than a year of planning
and completing trainings, equipment,
certifications and investments.
Right on cue, as early generation A380s
approach their 6th year mark and airline

Base Maintenance

Milestones
2011 LTP gears up for the A380 by
investing in a maintenance hangar
and in comprehensive trainings for
its mechanics and engineers.

FEBRUARY 2012 LTP completes
and inaugurates its newest
widebody maintenance hangar
facility capable of accommodating
the A380.

2012 to 2013 The first Qantas A380

touches down in Manila in April 2012. By
the end of 2013, LTP has performed cabin
modification works, wing-rib modification,
and C-checks on the airline’s A380s.

operators begin to schedule their heavy
checks. This year, LTP has completed C2checks for Air France before commencing
C4-checks for Qantas.
Among the improvements in the A380
hangar, a fuselage docking system
that joins the existing tail docking was
constructed to run along both sides of the
aircraft. It can be raised and lowered as
needed to provide better access to both
cabin floor levels. The middle section and
wing docking systems are also built to
easily inspect all wing surfaces, top and
bottom, as well as engine/pylon areas.
The A380 is a massive aircraft – almost
double the A340’s capacity. Organizations
need to adapt to its size, so taking it
apart needs dedicated equipment and
workshops. For this reason, a large
storage area was built to house all 600
seats in economy, business and first class
configurations. Specialized workshops
for different cabin parts were also built

to accommodate the parts coming off the
plane’s two floor levels.
These requirements were fulfilled by LTP
through its strong impetus and dedication to
further its A380 service expertise. With the C4
Heavy Maintenance approvals from aviation
authorities such as Australian Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (CASA), and the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), LTP is
confident the facility has the ideal equipment
and space to offer complete service solutions
for the largest passenger aircraft in the world
With limited MRO providers capable of
maintaining the A380, this development
paves the way for LTP in realizing its vision
of becoming a leading provider of MRO
services in the region. To date, two leading
airlines operators have sent their A380s
to Manila. But with the advancement of its
capabilities, LTP is poised to accommodate
more customers, and meet the demand
for A380 heavy maintenance checks in the
coming years.

JANUARY 2014 LTP welcomes two
Air France A380s for C2-checks.

MAY 2014 LTP commences heavy
maintenance work after receiving
an upgrade from the Australian Civil
Aviation Safety Authority.
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Jetstar Japan and Lufthansa Technik Philippines:

Customized for success
Lufthansa Technik Philippines is committed
to delivering the same high level of
expertise and value-for-money to support
the range of needs of its newest base
maintenance customer, Jetstar Japan.
Since the start of LTP and Jetstar Japan’s
maintenance campaign last November,
six of the airline’s A320s have undergone
successful C-check events. In addition,
two of the aircraft combined a C-check
with new Sharklet installation, avoiding
unnecessary additional ground time.
Communication and planning
“Safety, attention to detail, and swift
response to findings are among the
qualities we look for in an MRO,” says
Kenichi Tsuji, Jetstar Japan CS1 onsite
leader. At the start of the collaboration,
the Jetstar Japan on-site team discovered
that their office, as well as the LTP team’s
offices were located conveniently near the
aircraft. By simply looking out the window
or stepping out of their office, the onsite

Good communication
and mutual understanding
are very important in our
collaboration.

team could see that
their aircraft was
in good hands. In
addition, the Jetstar
Japan team was in
constant contact with
a dedicated core team
of representatives from
engineering, quality
assurance, material
planning, tooling,
technical services, and
customer services
– all headed by the
bay/shift manager.
“Good
communication and
mutual understanding are very important
in our collaboration,” says Ken Kumakura
Jetstar Japan technical representative for
Engineering. Throughout the layovers,
the LTP core team and the Jetstar Japan
onsite team would hold daily status report
meetings to ensure that findings were
given immediate attention and solution.
“We are very pleased that communication
between the Jetstar and LTP team
further improved with every layover,”
adds Koichiro Kawasaki, Jetstar Japan
technical representative for Materials.
With the teams working in tandem and

with increased efficiency, each layover
transition became smoother.
The right fit
LTP has worked with a number of lowcost carriers including the Jetstar Group’s
Jetstar Airways and Jetstar Pacific. So
when Jetstar Japan expanded its scope
to include C-check and a Sharklet retrofit
for two of its A320s, LTP was quick to
deliver.
Sharklets are 2.4-meter-high, wingtip devices made from lightweight
composites. They are an option on
newer-build A320 Family aircraft, offering
the competitive advantage of reduced fuel
cost and increased mission range by up
to 100 nautical miles.
To meet the high standards of the
customer and the Japan Civil Aviation
Bureau, LTP mechanics underwent a
comprehensive Sharklet modification
course at the Lufthansa Technical Training
Philippines facility. Conducting a Sharklet
installation on an A320 varies from
an A321. The former entails additional
structures modification. The Sharklet
retrofit was a soaring success on the
airline’s A320. Jetstar Japan is LTP’s first
international customer to avail of Sharklet
retrofit services. This July, the airline
entrusted its second A320 for Sharklet
installation with C-check at LTP.
The Jetstar Japan team with LTP
Vice President for Bay Production,
Bernd Meyer and the Bay
Production team
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News & Updates

Realizing in-flight connectivity and
wireless entertainment
LTP installs in-flight entertainment (IFE) on board Philippine Airlines’ newest A330s
Lufthansa Technik Philippines has
completed the first phase of the installation
of wireless in-flight entertainment onboard
four of Philippine Airlines’ A330 High Gross
Weight aircraft.
A first in the Philippines, PAL iNAiR
wireless entertainment is a platform which
allows users to stream content using their
Wi-Fi - enabled devices. It is the latest in
PAL’s innovative onboard offerings – which
is part of the airline’s modernization

program.
This customer-friendly
wireless solution is the latest
trend in inflight entertainment
among leading international
carriers. This onboard solution
eliminates the presence of
built-in screens yet provides
passengers entertainment at
the touch of a button.
Prior to boarding their
flights, passengers are
advised to download the mobile app, PAL
In Air, available on Google Play or App
Store on to their personal devices to allow
them to streamline their favorite music,
television shows, and movies even at
30,000 feet.
The installation of Wireless IFE could be
combined during standardization checks
or any aircraft ground time and can take 3

days in a standalone event.
Philippine Airlines’ latest product offering
– the Wireless IFE - complements the PAL
iNAir internet and GSM mobile connectivity
which enables passengers to stay
connected to the rest of the world even
while in flight.

The extra mile

LTP carries out retrofit work for fuel-saving Sharklets on Philippine Airlines’ A321
Philippine Airlines (PAL) has chosen
Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP) to
upgrade two of its existing A321 aircraft
with performance-boosting and state-ofthe-art wingtip devices called Sharklets.
This upgrade heralds a major step
for operators of in-service A320 Family
aircraft who can now benefit from the cost
savings and performance improvements
of installing Sharklets normally found in
newer build A320 models. A Sharkletequipped aircraft will benefit from a
reduction in fuel burn savings by up to
4% and will provide operators with the
flexibility of either adding an additional 100
nautical miles range or increased payload
capability of up to 450 kg. Sharklets will
be standard on the new A320neo Family

aircraft, which are expected to enter
service starting late 2015.
“We are honored to offer our firstever Sharklet retrofit service for our key
customer and long-standing partner,
Philippine Airlines.” said Michael
Lariviere, outgoing LTP Vice President for
Aircraft Maintenance. In accordance with
the aircraft maintenance manual and the
Civil Aviation Authority of the Philippines
(CAAP), LTP’s aircraft maintenance
team worked round-the-clock to install
the Sharklets on PAL’s A321s.
The retrofit project was very successful
– with the team commencing work on the
second aircraft immediately after the first
aircraft was released to service decked in
its enhanced wings..
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We give wings to your business
On-site technical support for Asian Wings Airways
Aside from its core base maintenance
operations, Lufthansa Technik Philippines
(LTP) provides technical support services
through personnel assignments to
various airline operators. LTP recognizes
that manpower is its most valuable
asset, represented by highly skilled and
experienced personnel, thus making it a
trusted partner of customers worldwide.
For this reason, when Asian Wings
Airways in Myanmar needed technical
expertise, they turned to LTP to ensure their
Airbus A321’s CFM56-5B engines were
running in top condition.
To support the airline, LTP sent two of
its senior production quality inspectors,
Rolando Gabito and Silverio Siroy, to the
Asian Wings base in Yangon International
Airport. With more than two decades of
experience between them, Rolando and

Silverio performed the inspections on the
CFM56-5B engines, and accomplished
the task within the set schedule. Their
inspection report was accepted by Asian
Wings and the aircraft was immediately
released to service.
Asked about their experience, Rolando
and Silverio found their Myanmar
assignment memorable. Despite hitches
that could have deterred their schedule,
they were able to apply their expertise in
order to deliver according to the customer’s
expectations. Furthermore, Myanmar’s
unique culture and cuisine made their time
in Myanmar unforgettable.
Asian Wings Airways was inaugurated in
2011 and offers regular flights to all major
tourist destinations in Myanmar, as well as
to Chiang Mai and Pattaya, Thailand. It is
49% owned by All Nippon Airways.

LTP Senior Inspectors Rolando Gabito and Silverio Siroy

Edher Panganiban
Account Executive
Personnel Assignment
edherlina.pili@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8526

Swift solutions
LTP mechanics fly out to Indonesia to support Orbis Flying
Eye Hospital
Through the years, Lufthansa Technik
Philippines has worked with Orbis
International, a non-profit flying eye
hospital, supporting the organization’s
aircraft through NDT (Non-destructive
Testing) services.
Prior to a scheduled medical mission to

Davao City, Philippines last June 2014,
Orbis required technical assistance for
its DC-10 jet aircraft which functions
as a mobile teaching hospital. LTP
sent two highly-skilled NDT inspectors
to perform a plank inspection on the
aircraft which was stationed in Sultan
Hassanudin
International
Airport, Ujung
Pandang,
Indonesia. In
less than 3 days,
the inspection
was concluded
successfully, with
the aircraft flying
out to Davao City

on schedule.
LTP mechanics have also worked on
Orbis’ Flying Eye Hospital last 2012 when
the aircraft was stationed in Southeast Asia
during its medical mission. As far back as
2003, LTP has provided NDT services to
ensure the safety and reliability of ORBIS’s
flying eye hospital as it continues to provide
developing countries access to quality eye
health.

LTP NDT Specialists Acedo Moises, Jr. and Estanislao Longalong
with Supervisor Fermin Dorado and Manager Lucila Batac.
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LTP assists BizJet International in
business expansion
Last April, BizJet International announced
the opening of its new 40,423 square-foot
facility. It was a major development for
the MRO provider whose specialization
is in business and VIP jets. With this
announcement, BizJet has widened their
capabilities to include the engine tear-down
of commercial jet engines such as General
Electric’s CF6-80C2 and CFM-56, V2500,
and the Pratt & Whitney 4000.
Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP)
supported BizJet in setting up this new
service capability. With more than a
hundred jet engines’ worth of experience,
LTP flew in two of its senior mechanics, Earl
Robert Banayo and Virgilio Ledesma to
help in establishing the workflow through
the engine shop, recommending set-up for
the tooling shop, and training of BizJet’s
personnel on engine disassembly.
Different tool configurations for a
wide variety of engine teardowns were
transferred from Manila, Philippines to
BizJet’s new facility in Tulsa International
Airport, Oklahoma, USA. These tools were
then arranged per engine process to
ensure mechanics don’t have to search for
required tools individually.
The two mechanics were present when
BizJet undertook their first wide-body
engine teardown for a Lufthansa 747’s CF680C2. They were also able to witness the
new facility’s formal opening.
According to Lesa Admire, BizJet’s
director of production, “They were a
blessing and a joy to have. The people
here really grew fond of them. The reason
why BizJet’s first engine induction was a
success is through Robert and Virgilio, who
made it possible.”
BizJet International was established
in 1986 in Tulsa, Oklahoma as a whollyowned subsidiary of Lufthansa Technik
AG. It specializes in the outfitting and
modification, maintenance, refurbishment
and green completions of VIP and
Business Jets in the Boeing BBJ and
Airbus ACJ family. BizJet is also an
authorized Rolls-Royce engine overhaul
facility. With over a quarter century of
engine maintenance experience, BizJet is
an industry-leader for maintenance on the
Rolls-Royce Spey MK511-8, Tay MK611-8
as well as the Tay MK611-8C engines.

They were a blessing and a joy to have. The people
here really grew fond of them. The reason why
BizJet is a success was through Robert and Virgilio,
who made it possible.

Support for China’s best
Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP)
welcomed its newest customer for line
maintenance, China Southern Airlines last
May 2014. A proud member of SkyTeam,
China Southern Airlines operates the
largest fleet, the most developed route
network and the largest passenger
capacity in The People’s Republic of
China.
The airline has contracted LTP to
provide technical assistance to its A320,
A321, and ERJ190 aircraft. Presently,
China Southern operates 2 daily flights
between Manila and
Canton and flies once
daily between Manila
and Beijing via Xiamen.
With its vast
experience in line
maintenance and
worldwide approvals to
support its customers,
LTP has earned the
trust of 3 of the largest

airlines in The People’s Republic of
China – Air China, China Eastern,
and China Southern Airlines. LTP is
committed to delivering on its promise
of ensuring safety, reliability, and optimal
support for China’s best airlines.

Erick Bautista
Senior Account Executive
Line Maintenance
erick.bautista@ltp.com.ph
Phone +63-2-855-2222 ext. 8527
Mobile +63-917-850-7147
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Personnel
Movements
Jan Pfeil is LTP’s new Vice President
for Aircraft Line Maintenance. He
succeeds Michael Lariviere who
ends his tour of duty in Manila. Prior
to his current role, Pfeil headed the
Engine & Component Overhaul as
vice president and previously served
as vice president for Corporate Development. He
has worked under the Lufthansa Group for 14 years
now and has been based in Manila for 4 years. Pfeil
has solid experience in the MRO business, namely
business development and aircraft overhaul.
Glenn Villaseñor is the new Vice
President for Base Technical Support
within LTP’s Base Maintenance
group. Prior to this, he held the
position of Assistant Vice President
for Corporate Development. He has
been with the company for over 12
years and has experience in IT, aircraft maintenance
planning, Lean and Six Sigma, human resource
management, and corporate development.
Sascha Leitner will head LTP’s
enhanced Corporate Development
department which has been
renamed to Business Development
department. He will oversee
the company’s strategy and
corporate projects as Assistant Vice
President. Before joining LTP, he was the Head of
Network Sales for Aircraft Base Maintenance at
Lufthansa Technik AG. He brings with him 9 years of
experience under the Lufthansa Group in business
development, marketing and sales, and customer
relationship management.  

LTP President and CEO, Dr. Burkhard Andrich with employees of the German Embassy Manila.

German Embassy
Manila tours LTP
facility
Embassy staff take time to appreciate major German
investment in the Philippines
The German Embassy in Manila closed shop for one day as employees
took time to appreciate a major German investment in the country
– Lufthansa Technik Philippines (LTP).
The group, led by Michael Hasper, cultural secretary of the German
Embassy, had scheduled the facility tour as part of their company holiday.
LTP President and CEO, Dr. Burkhard Andrich was present to welcome
the embassy’s staff and provide them an overview of LTP, its services and
capabilities. Said Dr. Andrich of the visit, “It is an honor, for LTP to have
the German Embassy spend time with us, during their office holiday. We
are more than happy to tour them around the facility, which is a solid
manifestation of German-Philippine partnership.”
The group proceeded to the production hangars to view for themselves,
several aircraft undergoing maintenance checks. Among the highlights of
the tour were a visit to LTP’s newest widebody hangar where it services the
Airbus A380, and the Lufthansa German Airlines aircraft undergoing heavy
maintenance checks.

The Human Resources department
welcomes its new vice president,
Maylene Briones. She succeeds
Ma. Teresa Fajardo who retired
from her post as vice president of
the Human Resources department
at LTP. Maylene has 17 years
of experience in human resource management
with specialization on strategic compensation,
benefits administration, performance management,
organization development and employee relations.
Her last assignment was with the European
pharmaceutical company Sanofi Aventis.
Jan Pfeil, incoming Vice President for Aircraft Maintenance, leads a group of embassy officials.
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